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Danger Posed
By Firearms
1ustifies Law
Adding Years
To Sentences
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By Mitchell Kelter
,

n i•te September, Gov. Pete Wil
son signed AB4, known as the
"10-20-life" law, which imposes
severe penalties for firearm use dur
ing crimes: an additional 10 years
when the gun is brandished, 20
years if the gun is fired and 25 years
to life imprisonment if the shot hits
and seriously injures a victim.
Critics argue that the. severity of
the provisions w111 combine with the
rest of California's sentencing
scheme to produce anomalous out-
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factors: the �ulpabillty of the actor
posed, the less culpability may be
by errant gunshots. Fireanns, like
severe punishments should be
(often descnbed as mental state or
required. First-degree murder genbombs, have the special ability to kill
reserved for the crimes that are
intent), the danger posed by the
erally requires a premeditated, spemany people in a matter of most dangerous to the public.
criminal act and the harm that
cific intent to kill.A reckless or even
moments. In short, a firearm makes
More than a century ago, the Cal
results. Arnold Loewy, "Culpability,
accidental killing may nevertheless
it more likely a criminal will attempt
ifornia Supreme Court declared our
Dangerousness and Harm ; Balanc- qualify as first-degree murder when
crime,
and complete a
more likely
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social order, than to an accurate disN.C.LRev. 283 (1988).
use an explosive device, armorunintended victims.
crimination as to the moral qualities
The heightened danger posed by
piercing bullets or poison, and
of individual conduct." People v.
firearms justifiesAB4.
those that occur in the course of a
nd the results of AB4 are
Blake, 65 Cal. 275,277 (1884). The
A review of basic statutes reveals
dangerous felony like arson, kidactually not so anomalous.
10.20-li fc law rcOccts a return to that
the interrelationship of the three
napping or robbery (the felonyMassachusetts, for insta nce,
fundamental ideal.
factors. Ftrs� the greater the harm
murder rule).
punishes all types of murder, along
inflicted, the less culpability may be
with manslaughter committed with
here may be occasions
required. Aggravated battery
irearms pose the special danan explosive device, by life imprisonwhere criminals s u f fer
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nal negligence suffices), but it Firearms' especially lethal nature
however, are rare: Under 1 percent
tion of U1e conununity and its resi
requires the greater harm of deatl1.
increases the likelihood the victim
of U.S. homicides are committed
dents, not for the benefit of the law
The net result is an identical sen- w111 die or suffer an incapacitating
with bombs; 70 percent involve
breaker." People u Chavez, 37 Cal.2d
tence of two-to-four years.
injury. Guns also accelerate the
firearms.
656,669 (1951).
Similarly, the greater the danger speed with which one may execute
As with alcohol-related traffic
an intent,to kill, once formed. See
fatalities,AB4 will save lives by sin
posed, t h e l"ss harm may be
required. Assault with a deadly
People u Aguilar, 32 Gti.App.3d 478, gling out for punishment the factor
Mitchell Ke lte r is a prosecu
weapon is punished the same as
486 (1973).
Umt is co mmon to so many deaths.
tor in Los Angeles.
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